Abstract This paper addresses the integration of XML tags into a term-weighting function for focused XML information retrieval (IR). Our model allows us to consider a certain kind of structural information: tags that represent a logical structure (e.g., title, section, paragraph, etc.) as well as other tags (e.g., bold, italic, center, etc.). We take into account the influence of a tag by estimating the probability for this tag to distinguish relevant terms from the others. Then, these weights are integrated in a term-weighting function. Experiments on a large collection from the INEX 2008 XML IR evaluation campaign showed improvements on focused XML retrieval.
Introduction
With the development of markup languages, most of the information available on the Internet has become very structured. This has launched the development of focused information retrieval (focused IR) which aims to provide fragments of documents rather than whole documents as in classic information retrieval. The information specifically relevant to the user's needs is then identified directly within the documents. This is useful especially when the documents are long or in the context of mobile computing (e.g., smartphones, tablets, etc.). Depending on whether the list which is returned contains passages or XML elements, we may then speak more specifically of either passage retrieval or XML retrieval (XML IR) [26, 27] . The field of XML IR has been encouraged over the past few years through the organization of workshops and competitions such as INEX [1, 3, 8, 19, 21, 46] . However, markup languages such as XML do not only allow a document to be broken up into elements; they can also be used to annotate the text with tags so that the structure (logical, layout, formatting, links, etc.) may be described independently from the content itself. Hence, studies in XML IR have not only been concerned with the retrieval of more concise units of information but also with the better exploitation of these tags in order to improve the detection of relevant information.
For these purposes, two types of approach have been adopted. The first one, which is user-oriented, is concerned with the development of interfaces for the visualization and navigation within results and also query-languages such as W3QS [23] , XIRQL [5] , NEXI [44, 45] , Bricks [51] or BusEngine-L [40] which take into account the structure. However, the use of such query-languages remains limited, because few users are able to formulate their needs with complex queries. 1 Most of the time, those queries are expressed with a few keywords [17, 22, 31] .
The second type of approach improves the classic models and suggests a scheme for structural weighting [10, 25] . Indeed, as pointed out by Tamine-Lechani et al. or by Zhu et al. the retrieval accuracy can be improved in taking into account the structure to represent documents [41, 50] . Within such a weighting scheme, the weight assigned to a word is not only based upon its frequency within the document and within the collection, but also upon its position within the document. The tags are used to define these positions. Hence, the ranking of a document depends not only upon the existence of a term within a document but also upon the tags which mark the term. Different tags can be considered, including tags related to formatting (e.g., bold, italic, center, etc.) and logical tags that define an internal structure (e.g., title, section, paragraph, etc.).
In the XML document presented in Fig. 1 , there are logical tags like article, p and other tags like strong, emph3, collectionlink which might emphasize the important terms.
In this article, we consider the problem of extending the probabilistic model [29, 34] that aims to estimate the relevance of a document for a given query through two probabilities: the probability of finding relevant information and the probability of finding nonrelevant information. The model is extended using all kind of XML tags. We suppose that both types of tags may be used to emphasize words: -A word is undoubtedly more important if it appears within certain sections of a document (a title, a caption to a figure, a paragraph, etc.) -In the same way, a word does not carry the same emphasis if it is marked by any kind of tags, especially if it appears in a particular font (bold, italic, etc.).
Consequently, in the model which we propose, the document structure is integrated at two levels. At the first level, the logical structure is used in order to determine the granularity of the indexing, and thereby the granularity of the elements with which the system is likely to provide to the user. Therefore, the relevance is not evaluated, as is usually the case, at the document level, but rather at the level of the XML elements. Then, at the second level, the logical structure and other kinds of structures are integrated in the weighting scheme. During the learning stage, a weight is given to each tag. This weight is based upon the probability that this tag highlights either a relevant term or a nonrelevant term. The underlying idea is the same as in the probabilistic model [34] which estimates the probability that a term appears in a relevant (or nonrelevant) document, from a test collection where the relevance of the documents is available. At the query stage, the probability that an element might be relevant is estimated by combining the weight of the terms that it contains with the weight of their tags.
The main contribution of this paper is the following:
-A theoretical framework which explicitly takes the logical tags and other tags as found in XML documents into account, by removing the limitations on the number of tags which are considered, unlike Robertson et al. [33] . -A learning stage to estimate of the weight of each tag which measures its capacity to emphasize terms in relevant passages or in nonrelevant passages. As the weights may have a negative impact, this stage may also be considered as a stage where the tags are automatically selected. -The extension of the BM25 weighting function [15, 16, 35] through the integration of automatically learned tag weights. -The retrieval of elements whose granularity is better adapted, especially useful for mobile applications, unlike approaches which aim to improve the retrieval of whole documents. -An evaluation of this model upon a wide collection of documents (the INEX 2 collection) This model will be described in the following section. The experiments are presented in the Sect. 3 and the results are reported in Sect. 4 and in Sect. 5. A state of the art is given in Sect. 6 before the conclusion.
A probabilistic model for the representation of structured documents

Notations
Let D be a set of structured documents. Each tag describing logical structure (article, section, p, table, etc.) defines a logical element that corresponds to a part of a document. Therefore, each logical element will be represented by a set of terms and will be indexed. These elements will be returned by the system.
On the other hand, some tags are not considered as logical tags, as for example the formatting tag <b>. This tag does not define an element to be indexed. However, it belongs to the user to define the list of logical tags and the minimum elements size.
We note:
. . e l }, the set of the logical elements available in the collection;
. . , b m }, the set of tags.
-B l ⊂ B, the set of logical tags; -B l , the set of all the other tags.
In the following sections, the representation of an element e j is noted x j when only the terms are considered, and m j when both terms and tags are taken into account. The term based score and the tag based score are respectively detailed in the next sections.
Example
The following example presents three documents d 0 , d 1 Fig. 2 : an article (tag <article>), a section (tag <section>) and three paragraphs (tag <p>). This example shows that the content of elements included in larger ones are indexed several times, e.g., each paragraph is indexed itself as <p> element, and its content is also included in the index of both elements <article> and <section>.
Term-based relevance score for an XML element
The relevance of an element for a given query Q depends upon the weights of the matching terms (i.e., terms of the query contained in the element). The weight of the term t i in the element x j is noted w ji .
Formally, we define X j a vector of random variables and x j = (x j1 , . . . , x ji , . . . , x jn ) a realization of the vector X j , with x ji = 1 (resp. 0) if terms t i appears (resp. does not appear) in element e j .
Given these notations, the term-based relevance f term of x j is given by the score:
As mentioned by Robertson et al. [33] , this general dot-product form covers different ranking functions, for example the functions ltn and ltc implemented by SMART system [36] , or the well-known BM25 function [15, 16, 35] .
Preliminary experiments using ltn and ltc have led to weak results [11] , thus we will henceforth only consider BM25 [15, 16, 35] :
with:
-t f ji : the frequency of t i in element e j .
-N : the number of elements in the collection.
-d f i : the number of elements containing the term t i .
-ndl: the ratio between the length of element e j and the average element length (i.e., its number of terms occurrences). -k 1 and b: the classical BM25 parameters.
Parameter k 1 allows setting the frequency saturation. Parameter b allows setting the importance of ndl, i.e., the importance of length normalization.
We can note that parameters k 1 and b allow modifying the bend of the curve and in some way the nonlinearity of the function. As an example, when k 1 is set to 1.1, a term frequency of 10 will lead to almost the same value in the t f component of the BM25 weighting function, than a term frequency of 25. This nonlinearity property of weighting functions is very important for our purpose. Indeed, impact of tag weight on w ji is very different than on the t f ji . Like Robertson et al. [33] , we think that the impact on the term weighting function should not break the nonlinearity property, and thus we have compared the pre-impact of tag weights (i.e., impact on t f ji in the TTF strategy) as well as the post-impact (i.e., impact on w ji in the CLAW strategy). These different strategies are detailed in following sections.
Tag-based relevance score for an XML element
Similarly to the previous section, we define M j as a vector of random variables 3 T ik in {0, 1}: as the term t 1 is marked by article (t 11 = 1), and p (t 13 = 1) but neither by section (t 12 = 0) nor by b (t 14 = 0). We have t 10 = 0 as the term does not appear without tag. In this section, we adapt the model introduced by Robertson et al. [34] in order to take into account the documents structure described previously (cf. Sect. 2.1). To do so, we not only use terms weights w ji , but also tag weights.
In an information retrieval context, we wish to estimate the relevance of an XML element e j (modeled by the vector m j ) for a given query. We thus want to estimate: P(R|m j ): the probability of finding relevant information (R) given an element m j and a query. P(N R|m j ): the probability of finding nonrelevant information (N R) given an element m j and a query.
Let f 1 (m j ) be a document-ranking function:
The higher f 1 (m j ), the more relevant the information represented by m j . Using Bayes formula, we get:
The term P(R) P(N R) being constant throughout the collection for a given query, it will not change the ranking of the documents. We therefore, define f 2 (which is proportional to f 1 ) as:
Using the Binary Independence Model assumption, we have:
In the same way, we get:
For sake of notation simplification, we note, for a given XML element:
: the probability that t i does not appear without being marked, given a relevant element. p ik = P(T ik = 1|R): the probability that t i appears marked by the tag k, given a relevant element. q i0 = P(T i0 = 0|N R): the probability that t i does not appear without being marked, given a nonrelevant element. q ik = P(T ik = 1|N R): the probability that t i appears marked by the tag k, given a nonrelevant element.
Using these notations in Eqs. 3 and 4, we get:
The ranking function f 2 (m j ) can then be rewritten:
The log function being monotone increasing, taking the logarithm of the ranking function will not change the ranking. This leads to the function f 3 : 
As before, the term t ik ∈m j log
is constant in respect to the collection (independently from t ik ). Not considering it, will lead to the ranking function f 3 (m j ):
Thus, in this ranking function, we obtain a weight for each term t i and each tag b k . The weight of a term t i marked by b k will be written w ik :
Finally, in our probabilistic model which takes the document structure into account, the relevance of an XML element m j , relative to tags, is defined through f tag (m j ):
This formula is similar to the classical term weighting function seen in Eq. 1, except that tag weights are considered instead of term weights.
In practice, we have to estimate the probabilities p ik and q ik , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k ∈ {0, . . . , m} in order to evaluate the element relevance. For this purpose, we propose to use a learning set L S in which element relevance for a given query is known. Given the set R (respectively NR) that contains the relevant elements (respectively nonrelevant ones) a contingency table can be built for each term t i marked by b k (see Table 1 We can now estimate
And w ik follows: 
This weighting function evaluates, for a given tag, the probability of being able to distinguish between relevant and nonrelevant terms: it increases according to the tag ability to distinguish a relevant term. In practice, the learning set contains a set of queries and consequently the tag weights are evaluated with an aggregation of the contingency table over all the queries.
Considering the tag b 2 = section in our example, we obtain the following contingency table for the query q and the term t 1 (see Table 2 ).
Then, we can calculate the weight w 1,2 of p related to the term t 1 as follows:
Our model needs a learning set, as the probabilistic model needs. Obviously, such a learning set is not always available, and it can be challenging to build. In the INEX campaign for instance, the participants use an interface to highlight the relevant passages in function of their query. In this way, a training set of queries is composed and another set of queries is proposed as a test set. Its robustness has to be studied when the documents collection changes. However, when such a learning set exists, the probabilistic model can be used, and it has shown its effectiveness.
It should be noted however, that the estimation of probabilities may comprises some smoothing when the learning set is limited in size. This has not been useful for our experiments, thanks to the estimation of one weight for each tag instead of one weight for each pair (tag, term) (as explained in the next section).
Estimation of tag weights
From a theoretical point of view, we may estimate a weight for each pair (term, tag) (cf. Eq. 8), in other words the capacity of a tag to reinforce a relevant term (or on the contrary, to mitigate a nonrelevant term). However, we aim to create a model for tag-impact, not in relation to a particular term, but generally. Indeed, we believe that the capacity of a tag to highlight relevant terms (or on the contrary, to reduce their visibility) is intrinsic to the tag itself and is therefore not dependent on the terms. The objective then is, for instance, to evaluate whether or not a word featuring in a title is more important than a word taken from a section/paragraph, regardless of the word itself. We are therefore not interested in the weight of each pair (term-tag) but instead, in the tag weight, regardless of the terms which it labels. Thus, we estimate a weight w k for each tag b k instead of a weight for each couple (term t i , tag b k ):
2.6 Estimation of the global XML element score
Having term and tag weights, a global score can be computed for ranking the elements. We propose two strategies to integrate the tag weights into the BM25 weighting scheme:
-CLAW 4 is an a posteriori impact-strategy in the results of BM25.
-TTF 5 is an early impact-strategy, integrating tag weights into the BM25 function.
In the CLAW strategy, in order to take into account all the tags that mark one given term, we propose to combine linearly the average of their weights with the weight of the term itself. This combining function, noted f claw , is defined by:
where w ji is the t i term's weight in document m j computed by the BM25 function (see Eq. 2). Géry et al. showed that the use of the tag weights raises the recall, although the improvement is not significant [11] . On the other hand, the BM25 is nonlinear, the nonlinearity being controlled by the term frequency saturation parameter k 1 (cf. Sect. 2.3). For this reason, the integration of tag weights at a global level (i.e., on the w ji weight) is very different than their integration into the term frequency (i.e., on t f ji ). Like Robertson et al. [33] , we adopt an early strategy which consist in integrate the tag weights directly into t f ji . In this way, we take advantage of the nonlinearity of the BM25 function. The new term weight (t f ji multiplied by the average of the weights of the tags that mark the term t i ), noted tt f , will replace the regular t f in the BM25 function defined in Eq. 2.
Experiments
The framework for our experiments is INEX, 6 the international XML IR competition which is presented in the next section. The results obtained by our model at INEX 2008 showed the advantage of taking tags into account. These results will be presented briefly in Sect. 4. We then conducted some more in-depth experiments to study the impact of various parameters on the behavior of our model, for classical IR which aims to provide full articles (granularity: full articles) as well as for Focused IR which returns element (granularity: XML elements). The results of these experiments are presented in Sect. 5.
INEX collection
For our experiments, we used the INEX Ad Hoc 2008 collection, extracted from the English Wikipedia XML corpus [4] . This collection contains a significant amount of structured XML data. It also contains relevance assessments, allowing us to evaluate the quality of Focused XML IR systems.
The corpus includes 659,388 articles from the Wikipedia encyclopedia. The original Wiki syntax was converted into XML, using both general tags for the logical structure (e.g., article, section, paragraph, title, list, item, etc.), formatting tags (e.g., bold, italic, small, etc.), and link tags (e.g., collection-link, etc.). The documents are strongly structured as they are composed of 52 million XML elements. There is no DTD fixing the available tags. Consequently, there exist 1,244 different tags in the collection, although most of them appear in very few articles. Each XML article can be viewed as a tree containing on average 79 elements and having, on average, a depth of 6.72. Moreover, whole articles (textual content + XML structure) represent 4.5 Gb of the data whereas the textual content represents only 1.6 Gb. Thus, the structural information is twice as large as the textual information.
INEX evaluation measures
The evaluation measures are based on the precision and recall, defined by Swets [39] . i P[x] is the precision value at recall x. The average interpolated precision (AiP) combines precision and recall, calculating the average of i P[x] on 101 recall points (x = 0.00; 0.01; 0.02; …0.99; 1.00). This measure provides an evaluation of the system's quality for each query. By averaging the Ai P values over the set of queries, an overall measure of performance is defined [20] . This average is called mean average interpolated precision (M Ai P).
Given that every experiment is submitted to INEX in the form of a ranked list of a maximum of 1,500 XML elements for each query, these measures, in terms of recall, are in favor of the experiments for which whole articles are retrieved (thereby providing a greater quantity of information for 1,500 documents). This is problematic in the case of Focused IR because focused answers may be penalized even though the very purpose of Focused IR is to be able to retrieve short answers (in the form of relevant elements, reduced relatively to the whole article). Taking this into account, we also calculated R [1, 500] , the recall rate for 1,500 documents, and S [1, 500] , the size (in MB) of the 1,500 documents which were found.
It should be noted that the main ranking of the INEX competition is based on i P[0.01] instead of the overall MAiP measure, in order to take into account the importance of precision at low recall levels. Thus, Focused IR is evaluated according to precision rather than recall.
All the results presented here, including those of INEX systems, were computed using the INEX 2008 evaluation programs: inex_eval, version 1.0.
Experimental protocol
All the experiments have been carried out, based on the BM25 model [15, 16] which has been applied either in a classical way (i.e., indexing at the article level) or in a focused way (i.e., indexing at the element level). It would be interesting to evaluate our model against some other models that consider tags, as for example BM25F or BM25E, but implementing these models is very difficult upon documents collections that use hundreds of tags, as pointed out their authors (cf. Sect. 6). We investigate the impact of tags on both levels: article and element.
INEX 2008 runs
In the learning stage, the 2006 INEX collection, composed of 659,388 articles, 114 queries and associated relevance judgements, was firstly used as a learning set in order to estimate tag weights w k .
Following this, our indexing and querying experiments were carried out on the same 659,388 articles but using the 70 new queries from the 2008 edition of the INEX Ad Hoc. Thus, the set of queries from INEX 2006 is used as a training set to learn the tag weights while the new set of queries from INEX 2008 is used as a testing set. Therefore, even if the same collection of documents is used in both stages: when estimating tag weights (i.e., the learning stage), and during IR experiments (i.e., testing stage), they represent in fact two distinct collections from a IR point of view, thanks to the two different sets of queries. The problem of overfitting is thus avoided.
Only the keywords in each query were used (title field for INEX queries). We did not use the fields description, narrative or castitle (structured part of the query).
We experimented our model (CLAW and TTF) on a classical IR task, where the granularity for the answers is the whole article, as well as on a Focused IR task, where the granularity of the answers is the XML element. These experiments, presented in Sect. 4 enabled us to demonstrate the advantage of taking tags into account for Focused IR within the context of our participation in INEX 2008 [12] .
Parameter settings
Depending on the model used, different parameters need to be set. Some of them were chosen and fixed during the experiments, and other, more important ones, were studied more exhaustively:
-Fixed parameters: weighting function (BM25 [15, 16] ), minimum length of returned elements, minimum length of terms, maximum depth of returned elements, stop words, andish mode, mandatory or banned query terms (± operators), set of weighted tags. -Granularity-based parameters, which are fixed on one hand for classical IR (articles), and on the other hand for focused IR (elements): a set of logical tags (i.e., the kind of element the system is able to return 7 ), calculation of d f . -Studied parameters: tag impact (no tags, CLAW or TTF), BM25 b and k 1 .
It should be noted that a study [42] on the evaluation of parameters suggests that a training corpus composed of 100 queries and their assessments is enough to estimate the 9 parameters of the BM25F model that was successfully used in the TREC competition [49] .
As previously mentioned, all the experiments were carried out with the same stop word dictionary, 8 and with the same processing of the queries (e.g., considering query operators + (mandatory terms) and − (banned terms)).
We launched some preliminary experiments in order to estimate some important parameters. Concerning the elements, the first question we face is to define the length of the smallest element the system will be able to return. As the process of conversion from the Wikipedia to INEX corpus was automatic, some very small elements are not interesting, as they cannot contain enough information. This is the case, for example, with the XML languagelink elements. Moreover, some analyses on the 2006 and 2007 assessments (not presented here) showed that it is not necessary to consider elements smaller than 10 terms, because these small elements are either nonrelevant or their father is 100% relevant (and in this case it is better to return the father, which is bigger and thus easier to index). We can note that Kamps et al. showed that the optimal value for this parameter is around 40 [18] . Another parameter which needs to be considered, as discussed by Mass et al. [30] , is the computation of the d f : should we compute the d f at an element level or should we compute an overall d f (e.g., at article level) without regard to the element length? Computing d f at the element level will introduce a great variance in the d f , and each term may be considered several times (i.e., each time it appears in an element from the same article). On the other hand, computing the d f at the document level does not allow to distinguish some elements considering also the terms distribution inside articles.
We 
Tag selection
Another important parameter is the list of logical tags, i.e., the XML elements which will be considered by the system either at indexing time or during the query step. The system will therefore not be able to return an element that does not belong to this list. Some simple statistics about the 70 tags appearing in the relevant passages in INEX 2007 assessments helped us to select the set of 16 logical tags (B l , cf. Table 3 ). We first removed all tags occurrences when their father is more than 80% relevant. Then, to be selected, a logical tag should fulfill the following thresholds in the relevant passages: -Number of occurrences ≥ 5.
-Average length ≥ 25 characters. -Average relevance ≥ 10%. -Total relevance length ≥ 5,000 characters. This set of tags is more or less the same for each INEX participant. The 59 tags used in the weighting function are those whose occurrences exceed 300, chosen among 1,244 different tags appearing in the 659,388 documents (cf. Table 4 ). This is a compromise between considering a lot of tags, which is heavy to process, and the coverage of the documents collection by these tags. Indeed, this set of tags includes all the important tags appearing in the training collection, as presented in the Fig. 3 showing that the tags frequencies decreases dramatically. Our set of 59 tags represents 99.99% of the 51,042,202 tags occurrences in the collection. Only 110 tags appear more than 10 times.
Afterward, we manually removed 5 tags out of the 59: article and body because they mark the whole articles, br, s, and value because they are without content. Then, the logical tags are firstly used during the indexing step to define the elements which may be returned by the system. They are secondly considered during the query step as weighting tags which impact the weight of terms. For this reason, they are marked in the third and in the fourth column in Table 4 , while the other tags are considered only as weighting tags and are only marked in the fourth column.
Tag weighting
The weights of the 54 remaining tags, including 14 on 16 logical tags (as said before, article and body where removed), were computed according to Eq. 10. tags and their weights, together with the 10 weakest ones and their weights. Their frequencies in the whole collection are also given. Although tags h4 and strong have a high score, their impact will be very low because these tags appear only around 300 times in the corpus. A formatting tag that might have a significant impact is the tag small which appears 61,132 times. We can nevertheless notice the presence of ul, section, and cadre in the top 10 tags. The tag section appears more than one million times in the corpus. Its impact will thus be very important. Actually, the logical tags have more impact on the term weights than the formatting tags.
INEX results
We will now present the results obtained by our model during the 2008 INEX competition. We submitted three experiments (Foc-1, Foc-2, Foc-3) at the "Focused" Ad hoc task. In this task, a set of 1,500 nonoverlapping XML elements had to be returned. Our first objective was to obtain an efficient baseline, then to evaluate our model for classical IR and Focused IR to study the impact of having taken tag weights into account in the BM25 function [15, 16] . Table 6 presents the mean of the evaluation measures on the set of queries for these three experiments. Our runs were compared to FOERStep (Waterloo University, [14] ) which was the winner of the Focused task. Structure is not taken into account either in Foc-1, where whole articles were returned (granularity: articles), or in Foc-2, where it is the elements which were returned (granularity: elements). However, in Foc-3, the tag weights are integrated into BM25 for Focused IR (granularity: elements, TTF). Only 3 runs per task can be submitted to INEX. That is the reason why it was not possible to present a run Foc-4, integrating tag weights into BM25 (granularity: articles, TTF). Nevertheless, this method was experimented later (cf. Sect. 5). In order to take into account the nonoverlapping constraint of the "Focused" task, the list of elements returned by our system were filtered by removing all the elements that overlap with another element which is better ranked We tested whether there is a significant difference between Foc-1 and Foc-3 using a paired t tests (one tailed) at 95 %. The performance (measured by MAiP) of Foc-1 is significantly better than Foc-3 but the size of the documents returned in Foc-3 is significantly lower. Indeed, at 1,500 documents, the recall decreases to 16% between Foc-1 and Foc-3 while the size in MB of these documents decreases by 40%. This shows that the Focused IR eliminates a greater number of nonrelevant elements. In other respects, the difference (measured by iP[0.01]) is not significant. As the size of the documents returned in Focused IR (Foc-3) is lower, these experiments confirm the interest of our model in the context of mobile applications.
We also tested whether there is a significant difference between Foc-2 and Foc-3 and concluded that the performance (measured by MAiP and iP[0.01]) of Foc-3 is better than Foc-2. Consequently, we arrived, with a different collection, at the same conclusion as Robertson et al. [33] : taking tags into account in the BM25 weighting scheme is interesting if this is done early (TTF strategy, Foc-3 run), thereby maintaining the BM25's nonlinearity, rather than taking the tags into account later, directly on the final term weights [11] . This point was confirmed by other experiments in which the pre-impact strategy (TTF) and the post-impact strategy (CLAW) are compared. These experiments are presented in the next section.
Posterior analysis
The performances of the weighting function BM25 depend a lot on the tuning of its parameters, especially those related to the documents length normalization and to the t f saturation (b and k 1 ). Subsequently, we conducted in-depth experiments to study the impact of certain parameters on the model as exhaustively as possible and to analyze its behavior when the parameters are finely tuned. We therefore carried out several experiments using six models: articles, articles + CLAW, articles + TTF, elements, elements + CLAW, elements + TTF. Some parameters were set after a few initial experiments (cf. Sect. 3.4), and two important parameters were studied more thoroughly so that we might understand their influence on focused IR and to study the stability of our model. We have used a 2D grid for the parameters b (varying from 0 to 1, with 0.1 steps) and k 1 (varying from 0.2 to 3.8 with 0.2 graduations), thus a total of 6 * 11 * 19 = 1,254 experiments.
For these posterior analyses, a different queries set was used during the learning stage (INEX 2006) than during the IR stage (INEX 2008) . There is a risk of over-fitting in these "Posterior analysis" experiments, due to the tuning of the parameters using the 2008 INEX collection, which we also used to evaluate our model. This is a well-known problem in the context of IR competitions (TREC, INEX, etc.) [33, 42] . We believe however, just as Robertson et al. [33] , that it is relevant to proceed like this. Indeed we aim to determine the potential of our model by seeking the best b and k 1 parameters, bearing in mind that, in real-life conditions, we will need to discover the values for b and k 1 using a learning collection.
Summary of the results
In Table 7 , the results obtained with the optimal parameter configuration according to the i P[0.01] criterion are presented, while they are presented according to the M Ai P criterion in Table 8 . Tables 7 and 8 present the mean of the evaluation measures on the set of queries.
In order to situate the quality of the runs which were studied, we must add that the R7 run would have been ranked 4th in the 2008 INEX in terms of M Ai P (the winner having (R3, R6) . This figure shows that the elements runs (R4 and R6) seem to be outperformed by the article runs (R1 and R3). However, this is not true at low recall rates (recall < = 0.05). This is very interesting, as these precisionoriented rates are the most important in focused IR. 9 
On the impact of b and k 1 parameters
Let us now study the influence of b and k 1 parameters on the results:
The b parameter: The role of b is to control the document length normalization (cf. Eq. 2). This is particularly important in focused IR as the length variation for elements is greater than that of articles, as each article is fragmented into elements. 10 The k 1 parameter: The role of k 1 is to control the term frequency saturation rate, which is very important for TTF strategy, as TTF modifies directly the t f .
The CLAW strategy does not perform well (either in the competition framework or in posterior analysis). This is due to the later integration of the tags weights. Indeed, as explained previously, in the CLAW strategy the tags are introduced directly in the final term weights, while they are introduced early in the weighting scheme in the TTF strategy. The pre-impact (TTF strategy) permits to maintain the nonlinearity of the BM25 function and thus to provide better results. Figure 7 presents the behavior of the BM25t model (TTF strategy) in focused IR. k 1 ) = (0.3, 0.8)) . As in the case of focused IR without TTF strategy, the best MAiP is reached with the minimum value of b = 0.1. The behavior of focused IR is similar with and without TTF strategy.
Focused IR
Focused IR and BM25t (TTF strategy)
Related works
The relevance of a document for a given query depends generally on the weight of the words in the query. This weight itself depends upon its frequency within the document and within the collection. When compared to this model, a weighting scheme permits the structure be taking into account in assigning a weight to the tags relative to their importance. This weight is then combined with those of the terms in order to determine the relevance of a document. Thus, the relevance of a document does not only depend upon the frequency with which the terms in the query occur in the document, but it also depends upon their position within that document and these positions are defined by the tags with which they have been marked. This principle has already been widely studied in the context of classic IR [25] . The tags which are considered such as their weights, may be chosen empirically. For example in [32] , the tag title has a weight of 2 and the tag abstract is set to 1.5. One obvious limit to this approach lies in the difficulty in choosing the values for the weights.
For this reason, another way consists in learning automatically the weights assigned to the tags by using for instance genetic algorithms [38, 43] or by optimizing techniques based upon simulated annealing [2] . However, if the weights are not fixed by the user, again the set of tags is chosen empirically. Moreover, in these previous works, due to the computational cost, the number of tags used is very limited. In our model, the tags as well as the weights are determined automatically.
Once the weights of the tags have been determined, they should be combined with those of the words.
When logical tags are used their weight may be integrated ad hoc. In this case, the document may be divided into as many elements as it has parts (heading, abstract, main text, etc.) defined by these tags, and each part may be processed independently. Then, a linear combination of the scores obtained for each part can be computed. However, in the case of the BM25 model [15, 16] , Robertson et al. demonstrated the advantages of duplicating the parts as many times as suggested by the weights [33] . For instance, a structured document with a title weight equal to two becomes an unstructured document with the content of the title repeated twice. The unstructured document obtained is then processed in the usual way. The experimental evaluation carried out by Robertson et al. confirms that this approach (named BM25F weighting scheme) provides better results than a linear combination of scores computed for each part [33] , the advantage being that it retains the nonlinearity of the BM25 weighting scheme. However, in the studies mentioned previously, the system returns complete documents and its ability to extract parts of a document has not been evaluated. This is the aim of our work. Indeed, in this article, we propose a framework for focused XML retrieval, which becomes very important with the development of mobile applications and access.
In the context of focused IR, the weighting schemes have also been studied. Once the tag weights have been fixed, a simple strategy that can be used in order to integrate them is based on a scalar product: the tag weights are used as multiplying factors for the term weights within their scope. This approach was used to improve the probabilistic model [28, 48] as well as the vector space model [47] . However, in these works the tag weights were arbitrarily chosen.
Other studies aim to exploit the XML tree-representation of documents [24, 37, 43] . Each XML element, corresponding to a tree-node, is characterized by a path leading from the treeroot to this node. The structure is taken into account at the term-level by considering the path of the element it contains. With this representation, Schlieder et al. introduced an extended vector model [37] . They computed the inverse document frequency for a term of each type of logical document found within the collection. Their system however, requires the user to give a structured query; which is not always possible. Kotsakis associates a weight directly with each path [24] . For example, a term located on the path journal/issue/article/title has a larger weight than a term on the path journal/ issue/article/abstract. The final weight of a term is made up of two components. The first one is computed with the classical tf.idf formula, while the second one is the weight associated with the position of the word in the tree (i.e., to the path of this node). The question of how these structural weights are computed is not discussed in [24] , whereas Trotman suggests estimating the weight of each XML node using a genetic algorithm [43] . This weight is then combined with the tf in various weighting schemes. These experiments showed some improvements when using vector space model or probability model, but no significant improvement was observed upon the results provided by BM25.
On the other hand, BM25E, which was introduced by Lu et al. gave promising experimental results within a focused IR framework [28] . It is probably the model closest to the one which we are proposing in that it assigns a score to an element by affecting an early combination of the weights given to the terms in the query and those of their tags. However, in BM25E, the tag weights are determined empirically. Furthermore, as with the majority of approaches previously cited, very few tags are taken into consideration (generally less than 5) and their choice often requires manual handling. Also, as the authors of this model pointed out "the creation of a practical algorithm to generate values for tuning parameters at the element level is a challenging task". This article tries to provide parts of an answer to this question. Unfortunately, it was not possible to compare our model, which can handle several hundred tags, against BM25E, which is "challenging" to implement in such case as mentioned by its authors [28] .
Conclusion and perspectives
In this article, we have presented a new approach for taking into account the XML structure for focused IR. This approach is inspired by probabilistic models of IR. For this purpose, we propose to look at both the logical structure and all the other structures. Logical structure is used during the indexing stage in order to define the type of elements which are indexed and potentially returned by the system. The logical structure and the other structures are then integrated into the document model. During the learning stage, a weight is calculated for each tag, based upon the probability that the tags will be able to distinguish between relevant and nonrelevant terms. During the query stage, calculating the relevance of an XML element for a query combines the textual content (terms) with the structure (tags which label terms).
The main contribution of this paper is a modeling of the tags ability to highlight terms according to the principles of the probabilistic IR model. Thus, the tag weights are automatically adjusted. Because the late integration of tag weights into the term weighting function only showed a slight improvement in the results (CLAW strategy), we proposed an early integration (TTF strategy) which presents the advantage to maintain the nonlinearity of the BM25 function and produces much better results.
The second contribution of this work is an extensive experimentation of the BM25 model [15, 16] in the context of XML retrieval. We evaluated our model through participation in the INEX competition. Our first experiment in classical IR (Foc-1 corresponding to a granularity of articles) came 13th out of 61. Our second experiment (Foc-2 corresponding to a granularity of XML elements) achieved a lower ranking: 37th out of 61. The early integration of tags in the model for focused IR (Foc-3) achieved very good results, very close to those of the best INEX systems, thereby demonstrating the advantages of focused IR (Foc-3) when compared with classical IR (Foc-1), or with structural information retrieval (Foc-2). We think that it could be possible to improve Foc-3 results in order to reach those of the best INEX systems, for example by using some query processing heuristics as some of INEX systems do.
Even if the collections which were used are very different, we have reached the same conclusions as Robertson et al. [33] : it is worthwhile taking the tags in the BM25 weighting function [15, 16] into account, if this is done early on. But, in the context of XML retrieval, the number of tags is very large. So, it is not possible to optimize dedicated parameters b and k 1 for each tag, as is done by BM25f [33] for each field. Nevertheless, we hypothesize that the tag weights used by TTF strategy can also somehow replace this fine-tuning: indeed, tag weights have an influence on the t f ji just like the k 1 parameter.
The last contribution of this article is a quite exhaustive study of the influence of the BM25's parameters b and k 1 on the i P[0.01] measure and on the M Ai P. The first result provided by this study is the smooth variation of the model quality with respect to parameter changes. This is important as it shows that few experiments are useful to set up the model parameters correctly. Moreover, we can expect good behavior in generalization. This explains the good results obtained by the system during the INEX competition. The tuning of the system done on a collection leads to good parameters to analyze a new set of queries. With the M Ai P as the evaluation measure, the best model is the classical BM25 model. This can probably be explained by the fact that the measures based on recall favor systems which return large elements (granularity article). Finally, the best performances observed at low recall points, are achieved by the tag-enriched model BM25t which returns elements.
Several perspectives remain open. First of all, the TTF strategy implements a simple average of the tag weights. Previous experiments, which are not reported in this article, showed that this method achieves better results than other functions (multiplication of weights, taking only the closest tag into account, etc.). This point should be analyzed theoretically. The average used in these experiments places all of the tags attached to a given term on the same level. A nonuniform weighting of tag weights, for instance, according to the distance between the term and the tag, may prove more efficient.
From the experimental point of view, we focused our attention on parameters b and k 1 of the BM25 model. Other parameters also need to be studied. In particular, the way the d f is computed may have great importance. Further, work is still needed in order to properly take into account the great variation of documents length in the context of focused IR. This can be done either by considering some normalization procedures as done in [18] , or by a better computation of the parameter d f .
Our model has been evaluated using the INEX 2008 collection (cf. Sect. 4), and a posterior analysis is presented but with an overfitting risk. Our model should be evaluated on other collections. The INEX collection, composed by Wikipedia XML documents, is strongly structured. We hope that our model could perform well on any collection of structured documents, as for example the INEX 2010 collection, using the INEX 2009 set of queries as a training collection. This collection is also strongly structured, even more than the INEX 2008 collection, indeed a new kind of structure is introduced by the use of semantic tags. We also hope that our model could perform well on any Web collection, as for example the TREC Web collection, composed by HTML documents.
